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1. INTRODUCTION 
If A is a linear operator from a vector space X into a vector space Y, and 
T is a linear operator from Y into X such that 
ATA = A, (1.1) 
then T is called an inner inverse of A. The main application of inner inverses 
is to the solution of linear equations of the form 
Ax=b, (1.2) 
since, e.g., if b is in the range of A, then the general solution of (1.2) is 
x = Tb + (Z - TA)z, where z E X is arbitrary. This and other properties and 
characterizations of inner inverses are summarized in 161. 
Inner inverses have been studied in various contexts by numerous authors; 
an extensive bibliography up to 1975 is given in [S]. The first appearance of 
inner inverses seems to be in the construction by Fredholm 141 of a specific 
inner inverse of an operator of the form A = Z-K, where K is an integral 
operator with a continuous kernel. 
In this paper we shall study in detail various properties, characterizations, 
and constructions of inner inverses of Fredholm operators of arbitrary index 
in Hilbert spaces. The index-zero case, which of course includes operators of 
the form A = Z-K, where K is compact, is considered in more detail 
because of the existence of invertible inner inverses. 
Section 2 contains preliminary material. Following Carradus (31, we find 
it very useful to introduce equivalence classes of inner inverses. In Section 3 
we shall study the boundedness of inner inverses, conditions under which two 
inner inverses of A are equal on Y, and some aspects of invertible inner 
inverses. In Section 4 we shall extend some matrix results concerning the 
rank of a matrix and the rank of an inner inverse. The proofs are not 
extensions of the original proofs, which relied on matrix factorizations. 
Section 5 contains results on the strong relationship between Fredholm outer 
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inverses and Fredholm inner inverses of A. In particular, we shall show how 
to construct a Fredholm inner inverse of A from a Fredholm outer inverse 
using a finite-rank perturbation derived from an inner inverse of a matrix. 
Section 6 contains several results for invertible inner inverses. In particular, 
we shall show that every (bounded) invertible inner inverse T of A is of the 
form T = (A - L) -I, where L is a (bounded) finite-rank operator. This result 
is generalized in Section 7, where we shall show that any inner inverse of A 
is a generalized inverse of an operator of the form A - L, where L has finite 
rank. Finally, in Section 8 we shall give various formulas for inner inverses 
of A in terms of invertible operators obtained by finite-rank modifications 
ofA. 
Several of the results hold for arbitrary linear operators mapping a vector 
space into another. Some results have immediate extensions to Fredholm 
operators in Banach spaces; an extension to differential operators will be 
given elsewhere. 
2. PRELIMINARY MATERIAL 




In addition, TA and AT are idempotent, R(A T) = R(A), N(TA) = N(A), 
R(TA) c R(T), N(T) c N(AT), R(A) n N(T) = {0}, and X= R(T) + N(P). 
The set of all inner inverses of A will be denoted by 3’(A). If H = N(A) + S 
and Y = R(A) + M, let P, be the algebraic projector of X onto N(A) along S, 
and let Q,,, be the algebraic projector of Y onto M along R(A). We define 
Following Carradus [3], we introduce an equivalence relation on 3’(A): 
T, - T, iff AT, = AT, and T,A = T,A. The equivalence class of T E <W(A) 
will be denoted by clA(7’). Clearly, 
and there is a one-to-one correspondence J between pairs of complements 
(S, M) and the equivalence classes clA(7’), given by J(S, M) = cl,(T), where 
AT=I-Q,,, and TA=I-Pp,. 
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For each b E Y, the solution set for Eq. (1.2) corresponding to an 
equivalence class cI,~(T) is defined by 
cl,,(T)b = (x E X: x = T, b for some T, E cl‘,(T)}. 
Any x E cl,(T)b solves the projectional equation Ax = A Tb. If b E R(A). 
then cl,(T)b = (Tb}, i.e., any T, E cl,,(T)b produces the same solution 
T, b = Tb to (1.2). Two operators in cl,(T), however, can have markedly 
different properties which can affect the computation of Tb. It becomes 
important to investigate the properties of the equivalence classes c~,~(T) and 
also the properties of the operators within each class so as to identify the 
best choices of inner inverses to be used for the solution of (1.2). 
It is easy to show that c~,~(T) = (T) if A is one-to-one or onto, in which 
case T is also an outer inverse of A, i.e., TAT = T. Y(A) will denote the set 
of outer inverses of A. 
An inner inverse T of A which is also an outer inverse of A is called an 
algebraic generalized inverse. The operator TAT is the only algebraic 
generalized inverse of A in d4(T) and is denoted by A:,T,,,,,,,,,. If R(TA) is 
closed, this is the usual generalized inverse of A [6]. 
Let H, and H, be real Hilbert spaces with inner product denoted by (., .) 
and let B(H,, H,) be the set of all bounded linear operators from H, to HZ. 
An operator A E B(H,, H,) is said to be a Fredholm operator if: 
(1) dim N(A) is finite, 
(2) dim N(A*) is finite, and 
(3) R(A) is closed in H,. 
We will denote by F(H,, Hz) the set of Fredholm operators from H, to 
H,. For A E F(H, , H,) we define the index of A by 
i(A) = dim N(A) -- dim N(A *). 
For the remainder of this paper we shall assume that A E F(H,, Hz), 
dimN(A)=m, dimN(A*)=n, and lrnl t lnl#O. 
3. BOUNDEDNESS AND EQUALITY OF INNER INVERSES 
Our starting point is essentially a restatement in our context of results 
contained in 16, Proposition 1.61; the proof is omitted. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let T be a linear from H, into H,. The following are 
equivalent: 
(a) TE ,?“(A), 
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(b) AT=Z- Q, where Qx=Cl_, (x, yi)vi, {vi}: is a basis for 
N(A*), and (vi): is a subset of H, satisfying (vi, vj) = dii, i, j= 1, 2,..., n. 
and 
(c) TA = I - P, where Px = Cr’ I pi(x) #i, {#;}y is a basis for N(A). 
and { pi}7 is a set of linear functionals on H, satisfying ~~(4;) = a,;, 
i, j = 1, 2 ,..., m. 
We shall consistently use the notation of Lemma 3.1 whenever we make 
the hypothesis T E ‘iv(A). In addition, whenever P is bounded we shall write 
p,(x)=(x,u,), i-l,2 ,..,, m, where (u~)~cH,. If m=O or n=O, the 
corresponding sum in Lemma 3.1 is to be interpreted as zero. 
An inner inverse T of A is not necessarily bounded. Many of our results 
are valid for any T E .?‘(A), but if T is bounded additional results will be 
obtained, especially in the case i(A) = 0, by making use of T*. 
LEMMA 3.2. If TE.;Y(A). then ATE B(Hz,HJ and T- TATE 
Wf, 3 H,). 
Proox The proof is immediate from Lemma 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.3. If T E r Y’(A), the following are equivalent: 
(a) TE B(H,, H,), 
(b) TA E B(H,, H,), and 
(c) R(TA) is closed in H,. 
Proof. If T is bounded, then TA is bounded. If TA is bounded, then by 
Lemma 3.1, TA = I - P where P is compact, so R(TA) is closed. If R(TA) is 
closed, then (T/,&’ = A IRtTAj is a bounded one-to-one mapping from 
R(TA) onto R(A). By the closed graph theorem, T IRCnj is a bounded operator 
from R(A) onto R(TA). We can write T= (TI,,,,)AT+ (T- TAT), so T is 
bounded by Lemma 3.2. 
It also follows that T is bounded iff any T, E clA(T) is bounded. This can 
also be seen from the next lemma which relates any two operators in the 
same class. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let T E .?‘(A) and T,, T, E cl,(T). Then for any x E H,, 
T,x= T,x + i (x9 ~i)(Tz- T,) vi. 
i=l 
ProoJ T,=T,+T>-T,-TT,AT+T,AT=T,+(Tz-T,)(Z-AT). 
Given any inner inverse R of A an element T, E cl,(T) can be found if AT 
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and TA are known, e.g., T, = TARAT = TAT, the algebraic generalized 
inverse of A in clA(T). By Lemma 3.4, the n values (TV,}; then determine T 
completely; but more generally, two elements of c~,~(T) which agree on any 
complement of R(A) must be equal. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let T,, T, E cl,.,(T) and suppose H, = R(A) $ M. If 
T,m=T,mforeverymEM, then T,x=T,xforeveryxEH,. 
ProoJ Let {mi}y be a basis for M, and define D = T, - T, . Using 
Lemma 3.4 we have 
0 = Dmj = 9 (mj, vi) Dvi, j = 1, 2 ,..., n, 
i= I 
therefore 
T’ (mj, vi)(DVi, Dv,) = 0, j= 1, 2 )..., n. 
15 
Since the matrix ((mj, vi)) is invertible [2, Lemma 2.3 1, Dv, = 0. Similarly, 
Dvj = 0, j = 2,..., n, and the result follows from Lemma 3.4. 
We can say more if we consider bounded inner inverses only. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let T,, Tz E (;Y(A)n B(H,, H,) and suppose H, = 
R(A*)$S and H,=R(A)+M. If T,m=T,m for every mEM, and 
T,*s = T,*s for every s E S, then T, x = T, x for every x E H, . 
Proof By Theorem 3.5, it is sufficient to show that T, E clA(T,). Let 
z E H, and x = AT,z. We can write z = Aq, + z2, where q, E H, and 
z,EM. Then x=AT,Aq, +AT,z,=Aq, +AT,z,=AT,Aq, +AT,z,= 
AT,z, hence AT,=ATz. Since T,*, TfE,;Y(A*)nB(H,,H,), the same 
argument shows A*T,X = A*Tf, so T,A = T,A. 
Finally, we have some results concerning invertible inner inverses. These 
are treated in more detail in Section 6. 
LEMMA 3.7. Suppose C, E <P(A) is invertible. Then R(A - C, ‘) = 
N(AC,) and N(A - C;‘) = R(C,A). 
Proof. If xER(A-CC;‘), then x=(A-C,‘)y for some yEH,, so 
AC,x= 0. Now suppose AC,x = 0. Then x = (A - C;‘)(-C, x) E 
R(A - C; ‘). For the second result, let (A - C; ‘)x = 0. Then x = 
C,AxER(C,A). If xER(C,A), then x=C,Ay for some yEH,, so 
(A - C; ‘)x = 0. 
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THEOREM 3.8. Suppose C,, C, E <Y’(A) are invertible. Then cl,(C,) = 
cl,(C,) iff R(A - C;‘) = R(A - C;‘) and N(A - C;‘) = N(A - C;‘). 
ProoJ: If C, and C, are in the same class, then N(AC,) = N(AC,) and 
R(C,A) = R(C,A), so the result follows from Lemma 3.7. If 
R(A - C;‘) = R(A - C;‘), then N(AC,) = N(AC,) which implies 
AC, = AC, since AC, and AC, are idempotent and have the same range and 
nullspace. If N(A - CL’) = N(A - CT’), then R(C,A) = R(C,A) which 
implies Cl A = C,A. 
THEOREM 3.9. Suppose C,, C, E .W(A) are invertible. If C, and C, 
agree on any complement of R(A) or if C; ’ and C; ’ agree on N(A), then 
AC, = AC,. 
Proof: The first part of the proof of Theorem 3.6 shows that the first 
condition is sufficient. Suppose C;‘x = C;‘x for all x E N(A). Let 
yER(A-C;‘),soy=(A-C;‘)zforsomezEH,.Writez=z,+C,Aq,, 
where z,EN(A) and q2EH,. Then y= -C;‘z, = (A - C;‘)z, = 
(A - C;‘) z1 E R(A - C;‘). Similarly, we can show R(A - C;‘) C_ 
R(A - Cc’), SO that R(A - Cc’) = R(A - CT’). By Lemma 3.7 N(AC,) = 
N(AC,) which implies AC, = AC,. 
4. GENERALIZATION OF MATRIX RESULTS 
If T E ?(A), then dim N(T) < dim N(A *) = n, since N(T) & N(A T). The 
precise dimension of N(T) is determined by the behavior of T on 
N(AT) = span(vi}y. 
LEMMA 4.1. Zf T E G’(A), then dim N(r) = 0 if n = 0, and dim N(T) = 
n - dim(span{ Tvi};) if n > 0. 
Proof. If n = 0 and TX = 0, then A TX = x = 0 and T is one-to-one. 
Suppose n > 0 and let r = dim(span( Tvi}:). If r = n and TX = 0, write 
x = CyZ i aivi. Therefore, Cy=, ai TV, = 0 and x = 0, so T is one-to-one. If 
0 < r < n, we can assume that {Tvi}; is a basis for span{ TV,};. We can write 
TV, = CL=, aik TV,, i = r + l,..., n, so Zi ~ vi - C~= 1 ~~ik~k E N(T), 
i = r + l,..., n. The set {zi):+, is linearly independent, and the set 
ivil; u {‘iI:+ is a basis for N(AT). Since N(T) 2 N(AT) it easily follows 
that Izi 1 F+ 1 is a basis for N(T). If r = 0, then Tvi = 0, i= 1, 2 ,..., n, so 
dim N(T) = n. 
THEOREM 4.2. ZfT E 3(A), then max(O, n - m) <dim N(T)< n. 
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Proof: The proof follows from Lemma 4.1 and the fact that 
{Tv;};GN(A). 
This result, stated in terms of rank can be found in 11 ] for the case when 
A is a matrix. The proof in [ 11, which depends on a factorization of A. is 
also used to show that for each integer k between 0 and min(n, m j there 
exists Tk E .?‘(A) with dim N(T,) = II - k. We now extend this result to any 
class cl,,(T) using finite-rank modifications of the generalized inverse in each 
class. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let T E .?‘(A). For each k = 0, I,..., min(n, m), define 
where the sum is taken to be zero if k = 0. Then Tk E cl,,(T) and 
dim N(T,) = n - k. 
ProoJ It is clear that T,A = TA and AT, = A T, so T,, E cI,~( T). We also 
have dim(span( Tkvi}~=.,) = k, so by Lemma 4.1. dim N(T,) = n -k. 
If A is a matrix, it is known that if T E T(A), then TAT = T iff 
rank T= rank A (see, e.g., ( 11). The corresponding result for Fredholm 
operators is as follows: 
THEOREM 4.4. Let T E .?‘(A). The following are equivalent: 
(a) WI = R(T’), 
(b) WT) = NAT), 
(c) dim N( 7) = dim N(A *), 
(d) T= TAT, 
(e) TQ = 0, and 
(f) PT= 0. 
Proof: The proof follows from the equations T = TAT + T(Z - AT) = 
TAT + (Z - TA)T, Lemmas 3.1 and 4.1. 
If n > 0, it is useful to view TQ = 0 in the form Tuj = 0, i = 1, 2 . . . . . n. If 
m > 0, it is useful to view PT = 0 in the form pi T = 0. i = 1, 2 ,..., m. 
From Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 4.4 we see that if TE .7(A), and 
F’E cl,(T), then 
?jc= TATx + 2 (x, Wi) FVi, 
jE 1 
Using Lemma 4.1 we can get the following simple converse to Theorem 4.3: 
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THEOREM 4.5. Let TE .?‘(A). Zf FE zlA(ZJ and dim N(F) = n -k for 
some k satisfying 0 < k < min(n, m), then T - TAT is a compact operator of 
rank k. 
If TE .7(A) is bounded, then T* E ,Y(A*), and Theorem 4.2 gives 
max(O, m - n)<dimN(T*)<m. But we can say more based on the 
following two results from [ 7, pp. 110-l 111: 
LEMMA 4.6. Let A, E B(H,, H,) and assume there are operators 
A,,A,EB(H,,H,) such that I-A,A, and I-A,A, are compact. Then 
A, E F(H,, H,). 
LEMMA 4.7. If A E P(H,, H,) and B E F(H,, H,), then BA E F(H,, H,) 
and i(BA) = i(B) + i(A). 
THEOREM 4.8. Zf TEJ(A)nB(H,,H,), then 7-E f’(H,,H,), 
ATE F(H,, H,), TA E F(H,, H,), i(AT) = i(TA) = 0, i(T) = -i(A). 
Proof. The results follow from Lemma 3.1, Lemma 4.6, Lemma 4.7, and 
the fact that i(Z - K) = 0 if K is a compact operator. 
It follows from Lemma 3.1 that if TE .7(A), then PT = TQ. Hence, we 
have the following lemma which will be useful later: 
LEMMA 4.9. Let TE 3’(A). v n = 0, then dim(span( pi T}:) = 0. Zf 
m = 0, then dim(span(Tu,}:) = 0. If m > 0 and n > 0, then 
dim(span( Tvi}:) = dim(span( pi TIT). 
COROLLARY 4.10. Let TE .Y(A)n B(H,, H,). Zf II = 0, then 
dim(span{T*ui}y) = 0. Zf m = 0, then dim(span(Tvi}:) = 0. Zf m > 0 and 
n > 0, then dim(span{ Tui}:) = dim(span( T*ui}y). 
Proox The proof follows from Lemma 4.9 since pi(X) = (x, Ui), 
i = 1, 2 ,..., m. 
The proof of Lemma 4.1 indicates how to construct elements in N(T). A 
different approach is possible by reducing the construction to a matrix 
problem. If n = 0, T is l-l, and if m = 0, N(T) = {ai}:. If n > 0 and m > 0 
we can show TX = C;=, (x, vi) Tvi, x E N(AT). But Tvi = C,?, pj(Tvi) #,i, 
hence, 
TX = ;- ? (x, I//~) pj(Tui) #j, 
*Y, ,Y, 
x E N(A T). 
The m x n matrix V E ( p,(Tvj)) is the matrix of the operator T INCAT) : 
N(AT)+ N(A) with respect to the bases {vi}: and {$i}y. Hence, we have the 
following result: 
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THEOREM 4.11. Suppose TE 5’(A) and m > 0, n > 0. Then 
dim N(T) = dim N(V), and in addition, (a,, a*,..., CX,)~ E N(V) iff 
cyzl aivi E N(T). 
5. INNER INVERSES FROM OUTER INVERSES 
The matrix V in Theorem 4.11 can also be used to construct inner 
inverses of T E .?‘(A) from modifications of A of rank at most m. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose T E .7(A), m > 0, n > 0, and V = (pi(Tvl)). Let 
UE .7(V) and define the operator W: N(A) -+ N(AT) by W(Cy-, aigi) = 
Cj’=, bivi, where (b,, b, ,..., b,JT = U(a,, a, ,..., a,JT. If R is the operator 
given by Rx = Ax + Cr!, pi(x) W#i, then R E .7(T). 
Proof: Let TN = T INCA Tj and write R = A + W- WTA. From the 
definition of W we can show that T, WT, = TN. If y E N(AT), then TRTy = 
TWTy=T,WT,y=T,y=Ty. If yER(A), then y=Aq for some qEH, 
and TRTy = TR TAq = TAq = Ty. Therefore, R E .7(T). 
Further results on inner inverses of inner inverses are given in Section 6. 
An interesting application of Theorem 5.1 is to the construction of inner 
inverses of A from finite-rank modifications of outer inverses of A. If 
NE p(A), then A E .7’(N). If NE F(H,, H,), by Lemma 3.1 we can write 
NAx = x - CL=, (x, w;) vi, where (w()T is a basis for N(N*) and (vi }; is a 
basis for N(NA), and we can write ANx = x - xi’= 1 (x, u,!) #(, where (4; } i
is a basis for N(N) and (u( )s is a basis for R(AN)‘. Let V, be the s X r 
matrix V, 3 ((u,!, Avj)). 
COROLLARY 5.2. Suppose NE /“‘(A), NE F(H,, Hi), dim N(N) = s, 
dim N(N*) = r. Zf s = 0 or r= 0, then NE .7(A). Zf s > 0 and r > 0, let 
U,E.iY(V,)anddeJne W,:N(N)-,N(NA) by W,(Cs:,a,~()=CI=,biv(, 
where (6,) 6, ,..., b,)’ = U,(a,, a, ,..., a,)‘. Then R, = N + W,(Z - AN) E 
.?‘(A), R, E F(H,, Zf,), and i(R,) = i(N) = -i(A). 
Proof: We have A E Z(N). If N is one-to-one or onto, then A E F(N), 
so NE .?‘(A). The rest of the proof follows from Theorem 5.1, the fact that 
W,(Z - AN) is compact, and Theorem 4.8. 
We conclude this section with a result concerning the strong connection 
between Fredholm inner and outer inverses of A. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Every Fredholm outer inverse N, of A is of the form 
N, = T, + L,, where T, is a Fredholm inner inverse of A of index i(T,) = 
i(N,) = -i(A), and L, is a compact operator of rank at most dim N(N,). 
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Also, every Fredholm inner inverse T2 of A is of the form T2 = N, + L,, 
where N, is a Fredholm outer inverse of A of index i(NJ = i(T,) = -i(A) 
and L, is a compact operator of rank at most dim N(A”). 
Proof The first result follows from Corollary 5.2. The second result 
follows from TZx= T,AT,x + Cj’=, (x, vi) T,vi and Theorem 4.8. 
6. INVERTIBLE INNER INVERSES 
We see from Theorem 4.2 that if m < n no T E 5’(A) is one-to-one, and if 
m > n no bounded T E 5’(A) is onto. In general we have the following 
result: 
THEOREM 6.1. Let T E <7’(A). Then cl*(T) contains invertible elements 
iff m = n. 
Proof: If m = n, let T,, = TAT + L, where Ly = EyEI (y, Wi) #is By 
Theorem 4.3, T,, is one-to-one. We have H, = R(TAT) + R(L) and 
H,=N(TAT)$N(L). If xEH,, x=x,+x*, where x,ER(TAT) and 
x2 E R(L). But x, = TATz, where z = z, + z2 and z, EN(L), z2 E N(TAT), 
so x, = TATz,. Similarly, x2 = Lq, where q = q1 + q2 and q, E N(TAT), 
q2 E N(L), so x2 =Lq,. Therefore T,(z, + q,) = (TAT + Lj(z, t q,) = 
xr + x2 = x, and T,, is onto, hence invertible. If T, E clA(T) is invertible, then 
by Theorem 4.2 n < m. Since {T;‘#i}y is an independent subset of N(A) we 
must have m < n. 
For the remainder of this section we shall assume i(A) = m - n = 0. We 
proceed to give various characterizations of invertible inner inverses. 
If T E 3’(A) is bounded, then T E F(H,, H,) and i(T) = 0 by 
Theorem 4.8, so T is one-to-one iff T is onto. This is still true for arbitrary 
T E <Y(A). 
LEMMA 6.2. If T E .?‘(A), then T is one-to-one iff T is onto. 
Proox Suppose T is one-to-one. Then ( Tvi}: is a basis for N(A), and 
since H, = R(TA) 4 N(A) it follows that T is onto. Now suppose T is onto. 
Suppose {TV,}; is a basis for span(Tvi}:. If T is not one-to-one, then r < n 
by Lemma 4.1, so ( Tvi}; is not a basis for N(A). There exists w E N(A) such 
that { Tvi}i U (w) is linearly independent. Since T is onto, choose y E H, 
such that Ty= w. Since yE N(AT), then y= Cr=, civi and w = Ty= 
Cy=, ci TV,, which is a contradiction. So T is one-to-one. 
409/89/2-18 
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THEOREM 6.3. Let TE ??‘(A). The following are equivalent: 
(a) T is invertible, 
(b) { TvJ 7 is linearly independent, 
(c) (pi T): is linearly independent, 
(d) %m is a one-to-one operator from N(A T) onto N(A), and 
(e) the matrix V = (~,(Tc,~)) is invertible. 
Proof. Items (d) and (e) are equivalent since V is the matrix of TI,.,,,,, 
with respect to {vi}; and {#i);, Items (b) and (c) are equivalent by 
Lemma 4.9. Item (a) implies (b) by Lemma 4. I. If (b) is satisfied, suppose 
( a,, a?,..., a,JT E N(V). Then Cr-, aiTvi E R(TA)n N(A) = (O), so (e) 
follows. By Theorem 4.1 1, if (e) is true, then T is one-to-one. 
THEOREM 6.4. If TE .7(A) is a (bounded) invertible operator. then 
T=(A-L)~ ‘, where L is a (bounded) operator of rank n satisfying 
R(L) = N(AT), N(L) = R(TA), and hence, H, = N(A) $ N(L) and 
HI = R(A) + R(L). 
Proof. Lemma 3.1 implies T- ,x = Ax + Cy , (T--,x, vi) vi so let L = 
-C;~, (T-,x. vi) vi. 
The following converse to Theorem 6.4 was proved in [ 21 for the case 
when L, is a bounded operator. The proof here is more general since A -- L, 
may not be a Fredholm operator. 
THEOREM 6.5. If L, is a (bounded) operator of rank n satisfJGng H, = 
N(A) % N(L,) and H, = R(A) $ R(L,), then A -L, has a (bounded) inverse 
Proof: If (A - L,)x= 0, then Ax=L,xER(A)nR(L,), so 
xEN(A)nN(L,) which implies x=0. Let y=y,+y2, where y,ER(A) 
and y, E R(L,). Since y, = Aq, for some q, E N(L,) and yz = L,qz for some 
q2 E N(A), then (A - L,)(q, - q2) = J’, + yz = y, so A - L, is onto. If L, is 
bounded, then (A - L,)-’ is bounded by the closed graph theorem. To show 
(A -L,)-’ E .7’(A), let xEH, and z = (A - L ,) ‘Ax. Then 
AZ-Ax=L,z=O, so Ax=Az=A(A-L,)-‘Ax and (A-L,)- ‘E.T(A). 
We can also show R((A - L,)..‘A)= N(L,) and Iv(A(A -L,) ‘) =R(L,). 
We see from Lemma 3.4 that if T E .?‘(A), then 
T~=B-‘x+ c (X, vi)(T-BB’)Vi, 
i=l 
where B-’ is any invertible element of cl,(T), i.e., T differs from an inver 
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tible inner inverse in its class by at most a perturbation of rank n. We can 
make a more precise statement, however, in a generalization of Theorem 6.4. 
THEOREM 6.6. Let T E 3’(A) be a (bounded) operator with dim N(T) = 
n - k for some k satisfying 0 < k < n. Then T = (A - L,) ’ + L,, where L, 
is a (bounded) operator of rank n such that (A - L,) ’ E ~1,~(7’), H = 
N(A) 4 N(L,), and H, = R(A) $ R(L,), and L, is a bounded operator of 
rank n - k such that H, = R(T) 4 R(L,), H, = N(T) i N(L,). 
Proof: If k = 0, then the result follows immediately from (6.1) and 
Theorem 6.4 with L,x = -C;=l (x, vi) B-‘ui. If k = n, T is one-to-one and 
by Lemma 6.2 T is invertible, so the result follows from Theorem 6.4. 
Suppose that 0 < k < n and that {Tvi)! is a basis for span{Tui)y, and let 
(TV,, TV*,..:, TV,, wkil ,..., wn) be a basis for N(A). We shall show 
H,=R(T)+ W, where W=span{wi};+,. Let xER(T)n W. Then 
x= Tz=~;=~+, ciwi for some z and ci. Since ATz = 0, then z = Cl=, aiui 
for some ai, so x = CyE1 a,Tv, = C:=l biTvi for some bi. Therefore, 
C:=,biTui-C~=,+,ciwi=O, which implies x=0. Since H,= 
R(TA) 4 N(A) the result follows. Now let V = span{ ui}:, so that H, = 
N(T) /(R(A) i v), and let {Zi}i+I be a basis for (R(A) 4 v)‘. Define 
L3x=CY:k+l ( T i> i x z w so that H,=R(T)/R(L,), H,=N(T)/N(L,). 
Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 6.5 we can show that (T- L3)-’ 
exists. Clearly, T-L, E clA(T), and by Theorem 6.4, T-L, = (A -L,)-‘, 
as required. 
If T E (I(A) is invertible, then of course T- ’ E 3’(T). In general, we have 
the following result about invertible inverses of inner inverses: 
COROLLARY 6.7. Let T E Y(A). Then there exists an invertible operator 
C E cl,(T) such that C-’ E .7’(T). Moreover C-’ = A -L,, where L, has 
rank n. 
Prooj Let C = T-L, in Theorem 6.6. To show TC-‘T= T, let x E H, 
and z=C-‘TX. Then Cz=Tx=(T-LL,)z, so Tz-Tx=L,z=O, and 
TX = Tz = TC-‘TX. 
In view of Corollary 6.7 the next theorem is of interest. 
THEOREM 6.8. Suppose C, TE 3’(A) and that C-’ exists. Then 
C-’ E .7’(T) l@R(T)nR(T- C) = (0). 
Proox Suppose TC-‘T= T, and let yER(T)nR(T-C). Then y= 
Tx=(T-C)z for some x, z E H,. Then T(z -x) = Cz, so Tz = 
7‘C-’ T(z - x) = T(z - x), which implies TX = y = 0. Now suppose 
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R(T)nR(T- C)= {O}. Let w EH, and U= CP’Tw. Then CU = Tw, so 
Cu-Tu=Tw-TuER(C-T)nR(T). So Tw=Tu=TC-‘Tw. 
We conclude this section by showing that any T E .?‘(A) is an algebraic 
generalized inverse of an operator which differs from A by a perturbation of 
rank at most n. 
COROLLARY 6.9. Let TE .?‘(A). Then T is an algebraic generalized 
inverse of A - L,, where L, = L, -L,L,L, and L,, L, are as in 
Theorem 6.6. 
ProoJ: By Corollary 6.7, A -L, E r(T), so T is an algebraic 
generalized inverse of (A - L,) T(A - L,). But (A - L,) T(A - L,) = 
(A - L,)((A -L,)-’ + L,)(A -L,) =A -L, + L,L,L,. 
7. INNER INVERSES AS GENERALIZED INVERSES 
In this section we shall generalize Corollary 6.9 by dropping the 
requirement i(A) = 0. We shall show T E Z(A) is an algebraic generalized 
inverse with respect to R(T) and N(T) of an operator of the form A - L , , 
where rank L, = n - dim N(T). 
If A is one-to-one or onto, then we can take L, = 0, hence for the rest of 
this section we shall assume m > 0, n > 0. Because of Lemma 4.9 the next 
lemma can be established. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let TE 5’(A) and r = dim(span{ TV,};) and assume ( Tvi}; 
is linearly independent. Let ( ti T}; be a basis for span{ pi T}?, and define the 
r X r matrix W = (ti( TV,)). Then W is invertible. 
Proof. Suppose W(a,, aZ ,..., a,)’ = 0. Then ti(C;. , ai Tvi) = 0, 
i = 1, 2,..., r, so CJm,ajTvjER(TA)nN(A)= (0). 
LEMMA 7.2. Suppose T, r, (vi)‘; and (ti T}‘; are as in Lemma 7.1. Then 
there exist qjTE span(tiT}; such that qj(Tvi) = -6,, i, j= 1, 2,..., r. 
ProofI By Lemma 7.1, for each j = 1, 2,..., r we can solve the system 
WTaj = -ej, where ej is the jth column of the identity matrix. Define 
qj = C[I=, ajk t,, where aj = (aj, , ajZ ,..., a,i,.)“. 
THEOREM 7.3. Suppose T is a (bounded) inner inverse of A. Then there 
exists a (bounded) operator L, of rank r = n - dim N(T) such that T = 
CA - L,)~(T,,N(T,’ 
Proof: Let L,x=Cr_, qi(x)vi, where r, {qi}; and {vi}; are as in 
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Lemma 7.2. We have (A-L,) T(A -L,)=A +L,TL,, since ATL, = 
L, TA = 0 by Lemma 3.1. From the definition of L i it follows that 
L, TL, = -L,, so TE 3’(A -L,). We can show that N((A - L,)T) = N(T), 
and therefore T E @(A - L,) by Theorem 4.4. We can also show 
R(T(A - L,)) = R(T) and the result follows. 
8. REPRESENTATIONS OF INNER INVERSES 
In this section we shall study the construction of elements of 3’(A) as 
inner inverses of simpler operators obtained from A. The point of departure 
is subspaces S and A4 such that H, = N(A) $ S and H, = R(A) $ M. 
Let P,x = Cy!, hi(x) 4; be the projector of H, onto N(A) along S and 
Q,x = JJy=, (x, I&) wi be the projector of H, onto M along R(A). 
The operators B, defined by 
k 
B,x=Ax- y hi(x) wir k = 0, 1 ,..., N, 
i=l 
(8.1) 
where N = min(m, n), are basic to the construction. We interpret B, as A. 
LEMMA 8.1. Let F and G be linear operators from a vector space X into 
a vector space Y. Zf R(F) s R(G) and R(G - F)f? R(F) = (O}, then 
c?‘(G) G 3’(F). 
Proof: Let T E S-(G) and x E X. If z = TFx, then Gz = GTFx = Fx 
since GT projects onto R(G). We also have Gz - Fz = Fx - Fz E 
R(G - F) f7 R(F), so Fx = Fz = FTFx, and T E 3’(F). 
LEMMA 8.2. Zf m > 0 and n > 0, then: 
(a) N(B,) = span{#!}r+,, k = 0, I,..., N - 1, 
(b) NV,) = span{$l If+ 1 is n < m, 
(c) B, is one-to-one if m < n, 
(d) R(B,) = R(A) $ span{w,}f, k = l,..., N, and 
(e) .7(A) = .?‘(B,) 3 3’(B,) 2 ... 3 S’(B,). 
Proof Let 0 < k < N - 1 and B,x = 0. Then Ax = Cf= 1 b,(x) wi = 0, so 
x=C~!iq&. Then O=bj(x)=aj forj=1,2 ,..., k, and x=CyEk+,q&. 
The proof of (b) and (c) is similar. Clearly, R(B,) s R(A) 4 span{w,}. If 
uER(A)ispan{w,}, then y=As,+c,w, for some s,ES and some c,. 
Let r, = -c, 4;. Then rl E N(A) and b,(r,)=-c,, so y= 
A(s, + r,) - b,(s, + r,) w, E R(B,). Since H, = N(B,) $ S, and H, = 
R(B,) 4 M,, where S, = span{#i} $ S and M, = spari(w we can repeat 
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the argument o show R(B,) = R(B,) 4 span{w,}, and in a similar fashion 
R(B,) = R(B,_,) $ span(w,}. Item (e) is a consequence of Lemma 8.1 and 
WBk-Bk-,)nR(B,-,)= {O}. 
COROLLARY 8.3. B, is one-to-one if m < n, onto if m > n, and invertible 
fm = n. 
Proof: The first two results follow directly from Lemma 8.2. If m = n, 
B, is invertible by Theorem 6.5. 
By Lemma 8.2 and Corollary 8.3 we see that the construction of elements 
in Z(A) reduces to the construction of elements in .f(B,), where each B, 
has a smaller null space and a larger range than A. In particular we want to 
exploit the properties of B,. If S is closed, it is well known that 
(B:B,)-‘B, E ,Y(BN) if B, is one-to-one, and B$(B,,,B,$-’ E .Y’(B,) if B,V 
is onto. Before we present a generalization of these formulas, we shall 
consider the case where S is not necessarily closed and m = n, generalizing 
some results in 12). 
THEOREM 8.4. Suppose m = n and define C, = B; ‘BkB; ‘, k = 0, l,..., n. 
Then B;’ E 9ss.M(A)r C, E .Y’(B,) n ~7,,,,(A) and dim N(C,) = n - k, 
k = 0, 1 ,..., n. 
Proof: B;’ E .Y~,,,(A) by Theorem 6.5. Since B;’ E 2(B,), then 
C,E .Y(Bk). Moreover, ACk=AB;‘BkB;’ =AB;’ since N(AB;‘) =M, 
and C,A = B;‘B,B;‘A = B;‘A since R(A) s R(B,). Thus C, E c7’Y.,#). 
Finally, N(C,) = span(B,,&}~+ , , k = 0, I,..., n - 1 by Lemma 8.2. 
If m # n we can obtain a result similar to Theorem 8.4 using a generalized 
inverse BL, of the one-to-one or onto operator B,V. We will not present it, 
however, since we do not, in general, have a representation for Bi. in terms 
of invertible operators. For the rest of this paper we shall assume S is closed 
and obtain further representations for elements in .?‘(A) using only invertible 
operators. We now write hi(x) = (x, zi), i = l,..., m, so 
k 
B,x = Ax - x (x, zi) wi, k = 0, 1 ,..., N. 
i=l 
We reduce all cases to the index zero case by considering the operators 
BZB, or B,B:. If m=O or n=O, then (A*A))‘A*EZ(A) and 
A *(AA*)-’ E S-(A), respectively, so we will assume n > 0 and m > 0 in 
what follows. Define 
F,x = B,B,*x - i (x, wi) wi, 
i=k+l 
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and 
G,x=B,*B,x- 2 (x,zi)zi, k = 0, 1 ,..., N - 1. 
i-ktl 
LEMMA 8.5. (B,*B,V)-’ exists ifm < n, and (B,B,*)- ’ exists if n < m. In 
addition, Fk’ E cY(B,B,*) and G;’ E .Y(B:B,), k = 0, l,..., N - 1. 
Proof: The first results are well known. B,B,* is a Fredholm operator of 
index zero and we have H, = R(BkBz) $ span(wi};+, by Lemma 8.2 since 
R(BkBz) = R(B,). By Theorem 6.5 FL’ E .Y(B,B:). The rest of the proof 
is similar. 
THEOREM 8.6. (B,$BN)-‘B,$ E 3’(B,V) s 3’(A) and dim N((B,$B,)-‘B,$) 
=n - m if m < n, Bz(BNB,$-’ E 3(BN) G .7(A) and dim N(B$(B,B:)-‘) 
= 0 ifn < m. In addition G;-‘Bf E ‘J(Bk) E rS’(A), BtF;’ E .Y’(B,) c .?‘(A), 
dim N(G; ‘B:) = dim N(BPF;‘) = n - k, k = 0, l,..., N - 1. 
Proof. The first results are well known since B, is one-to-one or onto. 
We have B:B,G;‘BzB,x = B,*B,x for all x E H, by Lemma 8.5. 
Therefore, (BkG;‘BzBk-B,)x’ER(B,)nN(B:)= (0) and G;‘B,*E 
,T’(B,). Also BkBzF;‘Bk=Bk, since B,B,*F;’ projects onto R(B,) by 
Lemma 8.5. The last result follows from dim N(G; ‘Bt) = dim N(B:F; ‘) = 
dim N(B:) = n - k by Lemma 8.2. 
COROLLARY 8.7. G; ‘A * and A*F;’ are generalized inverses of A. 
Proof: The result follows from Theorem 8.6 and Theorem 4.4. 
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